Imtech Marine’s engineers trained and certified for Maris ECDIS9

(May 17, 2013)

Maris has announced that it has trained and certified engineers in Imtech Marine’s service network covering US and Caribbean ports to install, commission and support its ECDIS900-series.

Imtech Marine centres in New York, Jacksonville, Miami, Houston, Long Beach, Seattle, Point Lisas (Trinidad & Tobago) and Curacao can now offer expertise in Maris ECDIS to customers calling at US East Coast, Gulf Coast, West Coast and Caribbean regional ports, says the Norwegian company.

Also, Imtech Marine recently bought Maris spares and back-up equipment to enhance availability throughout its US and Caribbean network. Maris says that it is recognised as a ‘preferred supplier’ by Imtech Marine, which co-ordinates spares support through sea, air and truck freight.

“Demand for the Maris ECDIS900 continues to surpass expectations, and today 20 per cent of the vessels in service worldwide that are fitted with ECDIS have Maris technology installed,” says Willy Hansen, director Special Projects. “The enhanced set-up in North America and the Caribbean brings critical technical support for long-established customers, and ensures that the growing number of new customers can call on the same call-out response excellence.”

“Comparable ECDIS training support has been delivered in Europe via Imtech Marine’s facilities in Rotterdam, while Maris Singapore office trained Imtech Marine engineers centred in Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai.”